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The following is a guest article by Heather Haugen, PhD and Darshan Nandi from Atos.

Cloud isn’t as complex or risky as we like to believe
for healthcare, but it does have far-reaching impacts
across IT, business, and clinical operations. Many
healthcare leaders remain hesitant about moving
application or data to a Cloud platform but adhering
to a few best practices can dramatically decrease the
risk and provide some much-needed scale, cost

savings, and data analytics. The value of leveraging a Cloud platform to drive digital transformation in a
healthcare organization is the ability to personalize the patient health journey, improve data-driven
decisions, and accelerate precision medicine while adhering to regulatory requirements.

Strategy, Assessment and Road Map
Like many healthcare IT initiatives, Cloud shouldn’t be considered a short-term project with a beginning
and an end. Cloud is an operational state; it is a more e�ective way to manage workload, processes, and
data. This requires in-depth analyses of current application, data, and storage needs. This assessment
should include insights from business, clinical and IT experts across the organization. A comprehensive
assessment will best inform the Cloud platform roadmap and implementation plan.

While strategizing, it’s important to address the cultural change, align business and technology
stakeholders, and understand the business drivers, objectives and KPIs by mapping business outcomes
to speci�c solutions and technical capabilities.

Business Capability
Business Perspective: Value Realization (Capex vs Opex), TCO, ROI

People Perspective: Roles and Readiness

Governance Perspective: Prioritization and Control

Technology Capability
Platform Perspective: Applications and Infrastructure

Security Perspective: Risk and Compliance

Operations Perspective: Manage and Scale
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Once a strategy is in place, it’s important to create a migration readiness assessment plan, which
includes several speci�c goals: identify the landing zone, de�ne governance & enablement, create an
operational model, use the 7 ‘R’ methodology for application assessment, con�rm security & compliance,
de�ne the migration process, set up a Cloud Center of Excellence, focus on priority initiatives, and
prepare for Day One operations.

De�ning the roadmap with target dates helps meet customer SLA and KPI. The Cloud journey starts with
building a strong foundation for a large-scale migration. The foundation includes setting up core
technologies like Cloud IAM, Networking, Monitoring, Security, Billing and Cloud Identity. Once the Cloud
foundation is set up, it allows clients to take advantage of accelerators in building the technology stack
and applications.

Cloud transformation and migration
Healthcare organizations typically select a hybrid cloud structure to accommodate complex needs and
strict regulatory requirements. A hybrid cloud allows healthcare organizations the �exibility to determine
the level of security required for speci�c applications and data within their complex environments.
During this phase, de�ning the expected outcomes from Cloud provides a roadmap and accountability to
achieve the value from the e�ort. Healthcare organizations are also looking to modernize their IT
environments, retire applications, gain operational e�ciencies and migrate integration engines with
millions of transactions per day. The focus should be on driving digital outcomes based on new
approaches to health care delivery.

We must consider speci�c business, security, technical, and cost considerations while designing
migration roadmaps. Organizations often start with disaster recovery as a service for clinical application
on the Cloud before moving production workloads and subsequently o�ering end-to-end support. The
outcomes of such a migration project include predictable IT costs as well as a faster and more agile
Cloud-based solution supporting mission-critical IT needs.

Cloud Migration Design should include healthcare migration best practices to comply with and adhere to
regulations. Following best practices also reduces time to migrate while lowering cost and risk and
discuss total cost of ownership (TCO) and return on investment (ROI) for a Cloud migration.

Migration phases include integrating and validating in preparation for Day One operations: Accelerate
the movement of workloads to reduce risk and improve the outcome; achieve the business bene�ts of
lower operating costs and gaining agility and scalability; and optimize applications, processes, operations
and costs. This phase typically takes 6 to 12 months to execute.

Once the workloads are on the Cloud, it’s important to optimize the services to ensure the Cloud
migration achieves the business outcomes.

Engage the right stakeholders
Organizational change management remains the most critical success factor for all large complex IT
initiatives, and many organizations fail to give this the attention it deserves. This includes
communication, governance, training, process, risk management, assigning accountability to de�ne
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functional authority, and establishing role clarity. A communication plan identi�es the stakeholders, the
cadence and content of communication, and the most e�ective way to reach those impacted. De�ning
governance processes removes the ambiguity around decision making and procedures for proposed
changes over time. The training plan should outline the content, delivery and ongoing needs for the
deployment and ongoing needs for new employees.

Establishing leadership at all levels: Integration e�orts require signi�cant, high-quality resources,
including committed members of the executive team. Cloud migration will help achieve unique values
when there is alignment with the right stakeholders from both business and technology. Some unique
values include achieving patient value-based care, being ready for potential shifts due to regulatory
impacts, improving population health, and preparing for future trends in addressing big challenges and
uncertainty.

Cloud management and optimization
Finding success in cloud has moved from ‘why cloud’ to ‘how to optimize the services that are on the
cloud’? KPI that helps customers manage business on cloud, TCO, ROI, agility, elasticity, scalability
concentrate on their core services and innovation are a few examples. Cloud computing bene�ts
organizations by giving them the ability to trade capital expense for operational expense, gain advantage
from massive economies of scale, make agile capacity decisions, increase business speed and agility,
stop running and maintaining data centers, and go global in minutes.

Atos continues to help our healthcare customers in cloud management and optimization. We have
helped companies in Application-led Modernization, Data Modernization & Intelligence and Platforms &
Innovation

Application-led modernization: Atos is well positioned to lead with pro-active, holistic, application
migration and modernization. These can target on-premise data centers and deliver business
outcomes and agility by migrating to Cloud.

Data Modernization and Intelligence: the movement of data to the cloud will continue to be a
dominant force in coming years as healthcare companies continue to transition their data strategies
rapidly to a cloud-�rst model. They are doing this to apply AI/ML on all the data to create maximum
value for their business.

Platforms and Innovation: Atos has helped optimize some of the workloads on the cloud, focus on is
enterprise workload migration as well as core industry platforms. Forbes estimates that 83% of
enterprise workloads will be in the Cloud by 2020. This area encompasses migrating workloads of
enterprise systems to Cloud and operating from Cloud. These include Windows/SQL, SAP on Cloud,
Oracle on Cloud and Cloud-based Contact Center.

Atos has a proven track record with large Cloud platform transformations. With new business models
and processes, we provide guidance on restructuring for agility and speed of response, assessing risk
and management, conducting dependency and inter-operability mapping and designing recovery and
resilience into new structures and processes. At the application level, we ensure applications are built
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and implemented with 24×7 availability and consistent performance. We map dependencies and
interactions and de�ne and implement Disaster Recovery requirements. Atos has a strong organizational
change methodology providing change readiness assessments, governance models, communication
strategies and end-to-end risk assessment and management.

Best Practices:

1. Strategy, assessment and roadmap – gather information about the current state and establish the
goals for your cloud migration aimed at imparting insights and prioritizing planning to maximize
cloud capabilities to enable digital transformation

2. Cloud transformation and migration: The outcome of this stage is a new operating model for your
business for innovating more quickly, e�ectively and e�ciently.

3. Engage the right stakeholders– ensure business, IT and clinical leadership have fully engaged in
planning your cloud strategy

4. Cloud management and optimization: Execute with a Cloud Management Platform fostering
innovation while providing services and advanced analytics for precision cost control, governance,
security and accountability.
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The Atos healthcare business has a vast set of core competencies including a dedicated EHR team with a
tremendous amount of experience with Epic and clinical data. This is complimented by the Atos Scienti�c
Community, a global network of 150 scientists, engineers, and industry experts, playing an integral role
in de�ning the solutions, products and innovation we bring to the market.

Atos is a proud sponsor of Healthcare Scene.
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